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Abstract

The Bethe surface of liquid water, earlier calculated using a semi-empirical model, is

compared with recent available data from IXS-experiments (inelastic X–ray scattering;
Compton scattering of high energy photons) in liquid water. No alarming discrepancy
is found on a global view of the Bethe surface. The extrapolation to the optical limit
(viz., at zero momentum transfer) is shown and the reliability of these data is discussed
in detail.
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Introduction

The dielectric-response function c(E, K) as a function of the energy transfer E and

the momentum transfer q = liK is the central, nontrivial quantity governing many

properties of a material, including cross sections for inelastic scattering of fast charged

particles. Dingfelder et al. [1] constructed a complete set of data for c(E, K) semi-

empirically, and used them to determine cross–sections for electron inelastic scattering

suitable as input to track-structure calculations and other applications.

After the completion of the semi-empirical determination [1] of the dielectric-response

function, we became aware of the recent measurements by the Sendai group [2, 3].

Workers of this group studied the Compton scattering of high-energy photons of syn-

chrotrons radiation in liquid water (and in other condensed-phase substances too). The

cross section for the Compton scattering of a photon by electrons in atoms, molecules,

or condensed matter is expressible as the product of the Klein-Nishina cross section

(which applies to a free electron at rest) and a factor that accounts for the influence of

the binding of those electrons when their binding energies are much smalIer than the

photon energy and when the momentum transfer is not very small. This factor is in

essence the generalized oscillator-strength spectrum, or the dynamic structure factor

S(q, E). Therefore, it was sensible for those workers to present results in the form of

the Bethe surface, viz., a plot of the energy loss function qz(17, K) = Im [–l/c(E, K)]

over the plane indicating energy transfer E and momentum transfer fiK.

The method of the Sendai group is particularly effective for the region near the

Bethe ridge [4], viz., the peak around the line E = (hK)2/(2m), or E/Ry = (KaO)2,

corresponding to the transfer of energy and momentum to a free electron, where I@

is the Rydberg energy 13.606 eV and a. is the Bohr radius 0.529177 x 10–10 m. In

this sense, the method is complementary to the optical measurements of Heller et

al. [5], which was the main source of data of Dingfelder et al. [1], who introduced the

K-dependence for the continuum through an impulse approximation.

The method of the Sendai group is suitable for condensed matter because it uses

photons of such high energies (7271, 7358, and 75o3 eV), far above the K-shell threshold

of oxygen and therefore little absorbed by water. In this sense it is also complementary



to electron energy-loss measurements, which were indeed successfully carried out for

the Bethesurface determination of gaseous molecules [6, 7] but are diflicult for con-

densed matter because of the influence of multiple collisions especially for appreciable

momentum-transfer values.

Comparison of data

The comparison of data is done in three steps. First, the Bethe surface, i. e., the plot

of 712(E, IQ versus E and K, is plotted for both approaches. Second, the extrapolation

of the Sendai data for K + O is compared with optical data and other semi-empirical

approaches. Finally, some remarks on possible error sources are given.

The energy loss function qz (E, K) from the Sendai data is obtained as follows: All

possible data sources from [2, 3] are scanned and values for 772(E, K) are extracted

at various (E, K)–points. Because data are available only in limited (E, K)-ranges,

gridding and interpolation and extrapolation methods, respectively, are used to produce

data on a regular mesh over a wider range of E and K values (O ~ K < 3.6 au.,

0< E <150 eV). The obtained Bethe surface is displayed in Fig. 1, left panel. The

x–axis represents the energy transfer E in eV, the y–axis ln(lYao)2, while the vertical

axis represents the energy loss function q2(E,@,

The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the calculated Bethe surface from the semi-empirical

model [1]. Here the imaginary part .E2(17,K) of the dielectric response function c(E, IQ

was modeled by a linear superposition of Drude-like functions in the optical limit, i.e.,

K = O,and fitted to optical reflectance data [5]. The real part el(ll?, K) was calculated

using the Kramers–Kronig relation. The K–dependence for the continuum in the

sense of the impulse approximation is introduced to obtain the full energy transfer and

momentum transfer dependency of the dielectric response function.

Comparing both sets of data, one sees no substantial difference. Both data sets

are constrained by the Bethe sum rule, which is valid at each K–value. At low K

values, the energy loss function is peaked at around 23 eV. The Bethe ridge, i.e., the

peak at around E = (hK)2/2m is well developed, sharp, and can clearly be seen in

the semi-empirical approach. In contrast, the Bethe ridge in the Sendai data is much



more broader. In other words, the values away from the maximum decrease much

faster, the absolute values are much smaller. At lower momentum transfer the ridge is

located at lower energies, compared to the model; it remains more or less at the same

energy for increasing momentum transfer. At higher momentum and energy transfer,

the ridge is located on the line corresponding to the free-electron energy-momentum

relation, as expected. The broader ridge might be closer to reality than the sharply

peaked theoretical curve, but probably will not greatly affect the single differential

cross section values, dZ/dE, which are obtained by integrating 772(1?,K) over K.

The measured energy loss function for several small and decreasing K values (down

to K = 0.19 au.) shows near convergence for q2(E, K) for K + O,and an extrapolation

toK= O values is possible. However, the reliability of the measurements at low K-

values is questionable because of the low signal–to-noise ratio in the experiment. Also,

the normalization at very low K–values was done in a different way: Instead of using

the Bethe sum rule J Eq2(E)dE, which gives too much weight on the large energy

loss region due to parasitic scattering, the IXS spectra were normalized by using the

theoretically calculated static structure factor S(q) = j’ S(q, E)dE [3].

Nevertheless, this extrapolation is shown in Fig. 2 and compared to the optical

reflectance data by Heller et al. [5] and to two semi-empirical calculations of the energy”

loss function by Dingfelder et al. [I] and by the Oak Ridge group [8]. At small energies

the new measurements are consistent with the earlier optical data as well as the semi-

empirical model. The absolute values of the Sendai data are slightly smaller, the

maximum, compared to 21.5 eV for the optical data, is shifted to about 23 eV, and

is lower than the semi-empirical model. At higher energies, where no optical data are

available (E >26.5 eV), the Sendai data show a plateau (25 to 35 eV) and overestimate

the semi-empirical model clearly. In this energy region only the (2a1)–ionisation shell

(.Ezm = 32.2 eV [1]) is located. This subshell alone cannot be responsible for such

a plateau. Also, there is no evidence for a collective or plasmon excitation in liquid

water [9], favored by the Oak Ridge group [8], but questioned by Dingfelder et al. [I].

Therefore, especially in this higher energy region, the Sendai data for small momentum

transfer values have to be questioned in view of the above mentioned experimental

problems. New and more precise measurement are desirable.



At small energies the new measurement reproduces the optical data, while for larger

energy transfers (1? >30 eV) the Sendai data zwe higher and decrease slower than the

semi-empirical model.

Another possible source for an inaccuracy of the Sendai-data concerns the relation

between energy transfer E, scattering angle 6 and momentum transfer g = FiK. The

Sendai group uses an approximate relation, q = 2(ti/c) sin(8/2), where lb is the

energy of the incident radiation to determine the momentum transfer. The rigorous

relation, qz = \~ — ~’12 = p2 + p’2 – 2pp’ cos(~), where ~ is the momentum before

scattering and F that one after scattering, p = ti/c, p’ = liJ/c = (FKJ– E)/c leads

to:

q2 = (liw/c)2[&2 + 4(1 - f) sin2(0/2)], (1)

where ~ = E/hu. If the impulse. approximation is to be used, f should be small.

2 = 4 hJ/C)2 sin2 (19/2). Also, the minimumIndeed, for ( a O, Eq. (1) reduces to q (

momentum transfer, which occurs at 19= O, is qman= E/c. Expressed in atomic units,

(KaO)~,n = Q .E/2Ry, with a = e2/Tic = 1/137 the fine structure constant, is indeed

a small number for small energy transfers E. Fig. 3 shows the function in the square

brackets of Eq. (1), g((, 8), as a function of ~ in the range from O to 1 and of the

scattering angle O in the range from O to m. One sees that there are no big changes in

the relation of 6 to q for small < values, while the relation changes smoothly at higher

~ values. Therefore, for small ~ values the use of the impulse approximation may be

valid.

Conclusion

Comparison of the Sendai measurements with the semi-empirical determination indi-

cates the following. First, one sees no alarming discrepancy on a global view of the

Bethe surface, in part because the two sets of data have been constrained by the Bethe

sum rule. Second, the Sendai data are probably unreliable near the optical limit,

K + O, because of the low signal-to-noise ratio. Third, the shape of Bethe ridge given

by the Sendai measurements is broader than obtained through the impulse approxi-

mation, and is probably closer to reality. However, it is unlikely that this difference is



afFect the cross sections for energy transfer from fast charged particles obtained through

the integration over K. Consequently, we continue to use in the present work the data

for q2(E, K) given by the semi-empirical determination.

especially at 1ow-K values are desirable, for an improved

surface.
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Figure 1: Bethe-surface: Energy loss function q2(.E, K) versus energy transfer E (in

eV) and ln(Kao)2, where M is the momentum transfer. Left panel: Sendai-data [2, 3].

Right panel: Semi-empirical model [1].

Figure 2: Energy loss function q2(E, K) in the optical limit (K= O) versus energy

transfer E (in eV). Sendai data

solid line; Oak Ridge calculation

Figure 3: Relation between

transfer E: q2 = (b/c) 2g(0, f),

and ~.

[3]: o; Heller data(5]: O; Dingfelders calculation [1]:

[1]: dashed line.

momentum transfer q, scattering angle 6 and energy

with f = E/hu. g(8j f) is plotted as a function of O
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